
*Please note that the books in this
collection contain themes related to
race and gender, including references to
the Ku Klux Klan and the term “paddy
wagon.” These issues are presented in a
child-friendly manner within an
historical context, but please be aware
that they could lead to more in-depth
questions and conversations. 



Her Right Foot 
by Dave Eggers 
Published in 2017 

Why we love it: This book has it all: beautiful artwork, witty
text that will make adults and kids laugh out loud, and a
mystery surrounding the most iconic statue in the United
States - the Statue of Liberty. A small and overlooked detail
about Lady Liberty’s right foot prompted Eggers to to write
this poignant history lesson that reminds us all that freedom
takes work, courage, and action. 
 
Questions to ponder with your kids:  Her Right Foot is
chock-full of fun facts about the Statue of Liberty (who knew
that she was initially brown? Or that she stood in Paris for
nearly a year!). Ask your kids which one is their favorite, and
why. Make sure to discuss that the book itself is the result of
a fun fact about the statue’s right foot, and ask your kids why
they think it has been overlooked for so long. Why is the fact
that she is moving so central to her purpose - welcoming
new people to the United States? The book posits an
answer, but allow your kids to formulate their own ideas as
you go through all the statue’s details that relate to this
mission (her torch, the chains at her feet, her “words” in the
form of the poem at her base, etc.). Ultimately, the Statue of  



Liberty becomes not only a symbol in the book, but an
activist for freedom and immigration. For older children that
have studied American history, ask them to connect these
ideas to what they know about the American Revolution.
And ask children of all ages what they can do to welcome
newcomers - to their school, their neighborhood, even the
United States.



Miss Paul and the President 
by Dean Robbins 

Published in 2016 
 

Why we love it: Alice Paul’s fight for women’s suffrage
becomes immensely relatable in this book that chronicles how
a girl that loved to chase chickens and throw mud balls began
to question the U.S. Constitution and eventually changed it
using the same spirit of mischief she had as a child.
Simultaneously inspiring and eye opening, it left us with an
even greater appreciation for all the women who have fought
to make the United States more closely reflect its claim of
“liberty and justice for all.” 
 
Questions to ponder with your kids: Suffragist Alice Paul
left it all on the table when it came to getting the 19th
Amendment, which gave women the right to vote, passed in
the early 20th century. Go through the book and list all her
tactics (it’s probably safe to call her one of the first guerilla
marketers!) and ask your kids if they’ve ever worked really
hard to get something they cared deeply about done. What
was their strategy?  Did it work? Alice Paul was willing to go
to jail in order to get women the right to vote.  Ask your kids if
there is anything they feel that passionately about - what is it, 



and why does she/he care so deeply about it? This is also a
great moment to discuss the concept of civil disobedience
with older children, especially those who have covered
figures like Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King, Jr. in
school. Last, but not least, discuss the role of Woodrow
Wilson’s daughter, Margaret, in the book. Could Alice have
achieved her goal without her?  Without the help of
everyone who wrote letters to the President, or those who
brought scarves and mittens to the protestors in front of the
White House? Is standing up for a movement like suffrage
in everyday ways just as important as leading it?  



The Youngest Marcher 
by Cynthia Levinson 

Published in 2017 

Why we love it: We aren’t going to lie to you, as a parent this
one is hard for many reasons, particularly as the book is so
heartfelt, and the mental and physical violence perpetrated
against black children so immediate, that we almost forgot
that we knew the ending. But the courage and optimism of
Audrey Faye Hendricks colors every page, making hope the
story’s prevailing theme. The Youngest Marcher might lead to
some tough questions from your kids about race and
segregation, but we believe it’s absolutely worth it. 
 
Questions to ponder with your kids:  As mentioned above,
this remarkable book makes Audrey’s experience so
immediate and real that it was hard for us to remember that it
happened 50 years ago. Children may have a similar reaction
to the book and ask if it’s “real or “true.” Emphasize that
Audrey was a real girl, and that she really did go to juvenile
detention, or children’s jail, in 1963 in order to fight for equality
when many grown-ups couldn’t take that risk. Use this as a
jumping off point to ask your kids how they would feel if they
were in Audrey’s shoes. What would it feel like to be  



separated from the people you loved? How did Audrey
manage, and what would she/he do in a similar situation?
Audrey very much wants to help black people win the same
rights as white people, and doesn’t feel as though she can
contribute much until the leaders of the Civil Rights
movement announce the Children’s March. Ask your kids if
they’ve ever felt as though being a kid has prevented them
from fighting for a cause they believed in. What was that
cause?  Can she/he use Audrey’s courage as an example
and think of ways to contribute, even as a kid? Lastly, be
sure to give your kids time to reflect on segregation. Ask
them what they think about laws that kept people apart and
gave some more rights than others based solely upon
differences in skin color. Has she/he witnessed or know of
any way this happens today? If yes, how can she/he, like
Audrey, make a difference and fight for change? 
 


